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Abstract

This traineeship covers the modelling of an experimental set up. This set up is a labscale
model used to investigate the behaviour of a soil drilling process. The traineeship is a
project that has to be continuated by a more extended examination of the models and
parameters obtained in this project.

The objectives of the project are firstly, creating a model for this experimental set up
and secondly, the estimation of the parameters within this model.

The experimental set up consists of a mechanical part which reflects the actual rotation
of the drill pipe and drill-bit and an electro-mechanical part that applies and controls
the torque that is subjected to this drill pipe. For these two parts of the set up, an
integrated model has been developed. The parameters within this model are estimated
with the help of measurements designed to estimate specific parameters, but also by
using a Kalman filter.

The results that are obtained from the measurements on the set up can be trusted
to a certain extent, but they will gain in trustworthiness, when a better measuring
system is used. The measurement results are validated with the Kalman filter. The
results of the Kalman filtering process show good correspondence with most of the
parameter estimates obtained from the earlier measurement. Various explanations for
the small deviations between the two estimation procedures are presented, but have
to be investigated further to come to a well-founded clarification of the values of the
parameters.

In closing, it can be stated that the model developed for both the electro-mechanical and
mechanical part of the experimental set up, can in its present form (with accompanying
parameters), be used as a starting point for further research.

iii
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Introduction

The subject of this report is the dynamic modelling of an experimental set up. This
set up is depicted on the photograph in Figure 1.1 and is a lab-scale model of a drilling
rig, which is used for drilling for oil in the ground at depths of over 2.5 kilometers.
Investigating this model is important, because in practice, tremors of the drilling rod
caused by a jammed drilling head in the soil, can cause premature failure of various
components of the drilling rig and can negatively affect the efficiency of the drilling
process.

In the first part of this investigation, the lab-scale model is divided into a mechanical
part and an electro-mechanical part. The mechanical part presents the actual drilling
rig itself and gives insight in the behaviour of the drilling rod and accompanying com
ponents. The second part is the electro-mechanical part, which describes the electrical
circuit that is used for driving the motor of the set up. These two parts are clarified
further in Chapter 2.

The models contain several parameters which will be estimated in the second part of
the report, by carrying out a number of experiments on the set up. The experiments
done on the electrical part are represented in Chapter 3 and the experiments on the
mechanical part can be found in Chapter 4.

A second way of estimating the parameters of the two models is using a Kalman filter.
The use and results of the application of this Kalman filter is given in Chapter 5.

A comparison of the results of the Kalman filtering estimates of the model parameters
with the parameters estimates obtained in Chapters 3 and 4 will be given in Chapter 6.
Finally, the conclusions and recommendations related to the model and its parameters
can be found in Chapter 7.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Photograph of the experimental setup.



Chapter 2

Dynamic model of the set up

When exammmg the experimental set up, the following scheme can be recognized,
which is represented in Figure 2.1. In the red box, the electro-mechanical part of the
set up is given and in the blue box we see the mechanical part. As can be seen in this
figure, the computer in the upper left corner can give an output signal in the form of
an output voltage (Ucomp ) . This voltage is amplified by an amplifier and one of the
output signals of this device is the current (Ir). The motor is driven by this current
and puts a torque (Mm ) on the upper disc within the mechanical part. Two encoders
are measuring the angle of the upper (e1 ) and lower (e2 ) disc in the mechanical model
and pass this inJormation on to the computer in the form of a number of pulses. These
pulses can be transferred to a measured angle again, in the computer.

,_ - .. - --- - .. - .. - .. - -- .. - -- ,, ,, ,
: amplifier + wires :, ,
: computer U :, ,
; out comp in :
, ,, ,. ., .: .

• __ ::::: :::::::::: ::-.. _-.:::::: •..::::·..•••..::::::::..1 out

in

molor

upper encoder

.,.
"..::
"M m ::

in ~------"-~..~----1out

~ 1

n:' _------ .. -_._-_ .
mechanical parI

~ lower encoder

,

Figure 2.1: Scheme of the experimental setup.
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4 Chapter 2. Dynamic model of the set up

2.1 Model of the mechanical part

The mechanical part of the set up consists of three major parts: the upper part, that
consists of the driving torque of the motor M m , the rotational encoder and disc; the
middle part which entails the torsion spring, and the lower part that contains a second
disc and a second rotational encoder. In Figure 2.2, a schematic representation of this
part of the set up is given, in which we find the two inertias of the upper disc (J1 ) and
lower disc (h), dry friction (Tdry) and viscous friction (Bvisc) at these discs, the driving
torque of the motor (Mm ), and the stiffness (k) and material damping (b) ofthe spring.
The goal of this model is providing insight in the behaviour of the experimental set up
and it should enable us to predict the response of the set up for different excitations
(Mm ) . This information will give us insight in the behaviour of the real drilling process ..

_~_M_,_,_J1 IBv;sc1

't fby1

k b

Figure 2.2: Mechanical model.

The total friction that is present at the upper and lower disc is based on a combination
of dry (Coulomb) (Tdry) and viscous (Bvisc) friction. The dry friction can be defined
by a static friction (friction measured when the disc starts rotating) and a dynamic
friction that relates to a simulation in which the disc is moving with a certain speed.
This combination is explained in Figure 2.3. Here, we will see, for the sake of simplic
ity, a Coulmbs friction model. In further research more complex and detailed friction
modelling might be neccesary.

Furthermore, the stiffness of the torsion spring (k) is modelled in a linear fashion. This
means that the stiffness of this spring can be represented as a linear combination of the
shear modulus of the material G, the second moment of the cross section of the spring



2.2. Model of the electro-mechanical part

M friction

1: byl from halted situation

1: ",yl in steady state+-- .;;.:.::,0.

disc angle velocity

Figure 2.3: Model for dry friction.
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Is and the length of the torsion spring ls. Moreover, only the first torsion mode of the
torsion spring is taken into account.

By examining the model in Figure 2.2 with the Euler equations, a representation of it
can be written as:

J181 Mm - Bviscdh - k (81 - 82) - b (e1 - e2) - Tdrylsignih, (2.1)

J282 = -Bvisc2e2 - k (82 - 81) - b (82 - 81) - TdrY2si9n82, (2.2)

where sign(e) is a set-valued sign function defined by:

1
signa = [-1,1]

-1

8>0
for e= 0

8<0

2.2 Model of the electro-mechanical part

Besides the mechanical model of the set up, there is also the electric circuit that relates
the assigned voltage in the computer to the actual torque at the disc. The model
for this electric circuit is composed of (see Figure 2.1) the computer, the electric part
(MultiDac-card, amplifier and some wires) and the upper part of the set up (motor,



6 Chapter 2. Dynamic model of the set up

upper disc and upper encoder). The upper part of the mechanical part is taken into
account here, because it is not possible to disengage this part from the electrical part.
The electric circuit of the electro-mechanical set up is given in Figure 2.4.

________~~c~E~~~~~~!_
1 1
I J] Bvisc1 I

I ~I\I\ 1

VVV V :
_________ 1

1 1

---------1 1 I
I I

I I I
1 I I
I I I

K,l,. =Mm : I I
I : "t,t.J"lsigne l I

I 1 :
I 1 1_________ 1 l _
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1- - - - - --- -1- - - - --------1

1 R,. 1 Lv=O 1
!I\I\!~ 1

V~VVV :
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I I __

I
I
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: K,e l

I
1

1

1

1

I
I
I
I
I
1
1
1

KjUcomp I
1
1

_______ J

I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
1
1

1

1

1 -

amplifier

Figure 2.4: Electric circuit.

Within the amplifier-block, we can define two different parameters. The first is Rl,
which represents the resistance of the amplifier, and the second parameter is K l , which
relates the incoming voltage from the computer (Ucomp ), to the outgoing voltage to the
motor.

The second block is a schematic representation of the motor, where four parameters
are defined. The resistance R,. represents the internal resistance of the motor, but also
includes the resistance of wires between the amplifier and the motor itself. Second, an
inductance Lv is present in the electric circuit of the motor. Furthermore, we introduce
the parameters K e and K t . K e presents the relation between the input voltage and a
resulting angle velocity. The relation between the current through the circuit and the
applied torque on the upper disc is given by the parameter K t .

The third block is a scheme of the mechanical part with the upper disc with inertia Jl,
viscous friction B visc1 and the dry friction Tdryl'

First, we can make a reduction in this model. An inductance is present in the motor.
However, it can be proven that the electric constant of this model is much smaller than
the dynamic constant. Therefore, the influence of this inductance on the behaviour of
the set up is much smaller than that of inertia, dry and viscous friction. Because of this
property, this inductance is neglected. The following relations can be stated with help
of Kirchhoffs law:

for the left part of the system:

KlUcomp = (Rl + R,.) Ir + Keel, (2.3)
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and with help of the Euler equations we can state for the right part of the system:

7

.. . .
M m = JIel + Bvisc1el + Tdrylsignel , (2.4)

In [1] it is stated that the values for the parameters K t and K e have the same value,
but different dimensions, namely K e has the dimension [~~] and K t has [NAm].

Equations (2.3) and (2.4) can be combined. Equation (2.4) can be rewritten as

JIBI + B visc1 ih + Tdryl signih
I r = ----------"----

K t

and inserted in Equation (2.3):

This leads to the following differential equation describing the dynamics of the electro
mechanical part:

KIKtUcomp = (RI + Rr) JIBI + ((RI + Rr) B visc1 + KeKt ) el + (RI + Rr) Tdrylsignel .
(2.5)

This equation is equivalent with:

with:

K eq KIKt ,

Jeq (RI + Rr) J I ,

B eq (RI + Rr) B visc1 + KeKt ,

Teq (RI + Rr) Tdryl·

(2.6)
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Parameters of the
electro-mechanical part

A good estimation of parameters within a model is crucial to the value of the model itself.
The estimation of the different parameters within the electric model will be executed
with the help of several measurements done on the experimental set up. The results
from these measurements will be implemented in the model formulated in Chapter 2.

3.1 Motor constant K e and resistance R r

To estimate the values of the parameters Rr and K e , a Volt-meter (V) and an Ampere
meter (A) are attached to the set up, see Figure 3.1

v
"C drytsignco

Figure 3.1: Placement of Volt and Ampere meter.

With help of this figure we can formulate the following relation between Rr and K e

9



10 Chapter 3. Parameters of the electro-mechanical part

when we move the disc with a constant velocity:

It,. = Umeasure - K eB1(measure) ,

Imeasure
(3.1)

where K e is in [~~].

Measurements at different input voltages (Ucomp ) are made in two different series. The
first one is done with a positive input signal Ucomp (Table 3.1.) . The second series is
made with a negative input signal (Table 3.2.) .

Table 3.1: Measurements wIth posItIve mput sIgnal Ucomp .

U comp (V) U measure (V) Imeasure (A) el(measure) (r~d)
1. 0.5 2.81 0.17 0.6971
2. 1.0 5.79 0.17 1.5823
3. 1.5 8.75 0.18 2.4520
4. 2.0 11.78 0.20 3.3510
5. 2.5 14.77 0.21 4.2083
6. 3.0 17.81 0.22 5.1378
7. 3.5 20.67 0.22 5.9710
8. 4.0 23.74 0.23 6.8818
9. 4.5 26.85 0.23 7.8131
10. 5.0 30.17 0.24 8.6754

. .

U comp (V) Umeasure (V) Imeasure (A) el(measure) ( r~d )

1. -0.5 -2.86 -0.13 -0.7203
2. -1.0 -5.81 -0.15 -1.5981
3. -1.5 -8.80 -0.16 -2.4653
4. -2.0 -11.79 -0.17 -3.3424
5. -2.5 -14.84 -0.19 -4.2267
6. -3.0 -17.65 -0.20 -5.0778
7. -3.5 -20.88 -0.20 -6.0155
8. -4.0 -24.09 -0.21 -7.4962
9. -4.5 -26.15 -0.21 -7.8131

Table 3.2: Measurements wIth negatIve mput sIgnal Ucomp .

The parameters It,. and K e can be estimated with help of a linear regression method. For
this procedure a standard Matlab m-function is used, called 'arx'. A linear regression
model is of the type:

y(t) = AU1(t) + BU2(t) + CU3 (t) + .....,

where y (t) and Ui (t) are measured variables. The System Identification Toolbox func
tion arx allows an arbitrary number of inputs. Therefore, one can handle arbitrary
linear regression models with arx.



3.1. Motor constant K e and resistance Rr

A linear regression model such as above is what we have here:

Umeasure = Rrlmeasure + Kee1(measure)·

The resulting values for Rr and K e with the positive input voltage are:

11

R,. 2.361

3.383

D,Vs
rad·

The standard deviations of these calculated values are:

CT(Rr) 0.4087 0 2 ,

CT (Ke) 0.0160 (vs) 2

rad

And with a negative input voltage:

Rr 6.824 0,

3.146
Vs

K e rad"

With standard deviations:

CT(Rr) 2.0854 0 2 ,

CT (Ke) 0.0772 (VS) 2

rad

As already mentioned, the value of the parameter K e is the same as the value of the
parameter K t .

The m-file in which this procedure is used is represented in the first part of Appendix
A.

When looking at the standard deviations of the fit with the positive input signal, we
see that this value for K e is relatively small, compared to the value for the standard
deviation of Rr. Therefore we can state that the estimated value for K e is better than
the value estimated for Rr . When looking at the fits with negative inputs, we see again
a very large standard deviation for Rr and again a small one for K e .

For stating the value for K e we use the 50% confidence interval. This
interval is bounded by the estimated value for the parameter minus the
standard deviation and the estimated value plus the standard deviation
(p, - CT and p, + CT). Now we can state that the value for K e must be between 3.07
::.~ (= estimated value for K e - CT (Ke) with the negative input signal) and 3.40 ::.~
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(= estimated value for K e + () (Ke ) with the positive input signal) . To be conclusive
about the value for Rr is somewhat more difficult, because of the high standard devia
tion in the fit with the negative input voltage. This high standard deviation indicates a
bad fit and for this reason no more attention is paid to the value of Rr in the negative
fit. When only taking the positive fit into account it follows that the value for Rr must
be between 1.95 0 and 2.77 O.

3.2 Amplification factor K I and resistance HI

We can also measure the resistance Rl and the parameter K 1 , which reflects the relation
between the input voltage from the computer and the actual voltage that is applied to
the motor. According to Figure 3.1 we can write the following equation:

Umeasure = -RIlmeasure + KIUcomp. (3.2)

For this problem, there are two possibilities for measuring. First, we can use the results
from the previous measurements, but we can also conduct new measurements with a
non-rotating disc. Because the amplifier has a restriction on the peak current going
through it, only very low currents can be used. This peak current is created when the
disc is stopped (manually) and the motor can be seen as only a wire. When using
these measurements, we have to assume that the measurements done in this area of low
currents (and voltages) are also valid in the area of higher currents, Le. extrapolation
of the least squares fit is possible. To check whether or not this assumption is valid, the
two methods of measuring will be compared.

The data for the measurement with the non-rotating disc are given in Table 3.3.

Ucomp (V) Umeasure (V) Imeasure (A)
1. 0.3 1.14 0.56
2. 0.4 1.45 0.74
3. 0.5 1.75 0.97
4. 0.6 2.13 1.16
5. 0.7 2.40 1.46
6. 0.8 2.86 1.63
7. 0.9 3.10 1.86
8. 1.0 3.49 2.04

Table 3.3: Measured voltage and current With non-rotatmg disc.

With help of the linear regression method arx applied to these data, the following values
for the parameters K 1 and R 1 are found:

Rl 0.8333 0,

K 1 5.191,
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with the standard deviations:
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(J (RI)
(J (KI )

0.2354 0 2
,

0.4764.

And again, the standard deviation is a criterion related to the confidence in the esti
mated values of R 1 and K I . Now the value for this standard deviation is the biggest
for K I . However, what is important is the percentage of deviation from the estimated

value of K 1 . This percentage is much smaller than the value for R 1 (0"~11) » 0"%1)) .
In short: the estimated value for K 1 is better than the estimated value for R I .

The second procedure for estimating the values for Rl and K 1 was using the measure
ments, discussed in section 3.1, for both positive and negative input voltages Ucomp .

We obtain for R 1 and K 1 for the positive input voltage the following parameter
estimates:

R1 1.863 0,

K 1 6.072,

and standard deviations:

0.4513 0 2
,

0.0303.

When using the 'negative' measurements, we get:

Rl 0.3877 0,

K 1 5.935.

with standard deviations:

1.2706 0 2
,

0.0822.

It has to be noticed that K I has no dimension because this is only the amplification
factor of the input voltage from the computer, to a voltage that goes into the circuit.

The standard deviations of K I show confidence in the value for K I , both in positive
and negative direction. These figures are even convincing than the fit of K 1 with the
other measuring procedure.
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The difference between the two values of Rl could be caused by a nonlinear effect,
when working with low input voltages. An important assumption was made with the
measurements of holding the disc: the measurements between 0 and 1,0 V are valid over
the range of 0 to 5,0 V. The big difference between the two measurement results could
imply that this assumption is not true. In order to obtain a good estimate for K 1 other
measurements are needed ..

3.3 Friction parameters B viscl and Tdryl

Now the parameters K e and K 1 , Rr and Rl are estimated, we can make an estimation
for the parameters Bviscl and Tdryl. To do so, we again use Equation (2.4) , where we

write it for a constant angular velocity of the upper disc (e1 = 0):

(3.3)

Tdryl+

B viscl+

Because all the parameters except B visc1 and Tdryl are known, we can calculate again
with help of the matlab procedure 'arx' the estimated values of these parameters. For
this calculation, the same measurement results are implemented as were used for the
estimation of R r and K e . In Appendix A the Matlab script-file is presented in which
these parameters are calculated. The first result relates to the measurements with a
positive input voltage, the second result relates to negative input voltages. Here the
already estimated value for K t = 3.383 is used:

0.032 Nms,
rad

0.532 Nm,

with standard deviations:

0.0024

0.0128

(
Nms)2
rad

(Nm)2.

0.035

0.417Tdryl-

B viscl -

For the fit with the negative input signal, the value Kt = 3.146 is used.

Nms
rad '

Nm,

with standard deviations:

0.0028

0.0136

(
Nms)2
rad

(Nm)2.
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We can see that the parameter Bviscl in both cases is very small. When looking at the
standard deviation of this parameter, we see that it is relatively large when compared
to the value of the parameter itself. Any inaccuracies in the measurements lead to large
deviations in the estimation of the viscous friction. On the other hand, Tdryl, turns out
to be not very sensitive with varying measurement data and therefore, this value seems
to be a good estimation, which can also be seen in its standard deviation.
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Chapter 4

Parameters of the mechanical
model

The estimation of the different parameters of the mechanical model will be executed in
two ways. The first and (in theory) easiest way of estimation is the estimation of the
various parameters separately. This means that with the help of different measurement
instruments, certain quantities within the mechanical model can be measured. From
these data, the values for the different parameters in the mechanical model can be
acquired. The procedures and measurement results can be found in the next sections.

The second way of estimation is estimation with help of a Kalman filter. Filters for both
the mechanical model and the model of the electro-mechanical part are designed. This
procedure will be explained in Chapter 5. By comparing the results of these two ways
of estimation, a convincing statement can be made about the values of the parameters
of the set up.

Furthermore, we can state that some parameters which are modelled in the mechanical
model are already estimated in the electric model. These parameters are B visc1 and
Tdryl. By estimating these parameters in another fashion, it will give an extra check on
the estimates of these parameters.

4.1 Inertias of the upper J 1 and lower J 2 disc

procedure:

The inertias Jl and h of the upper and lower disc will be calculated with help of
measurements of the diameters of these discs and the densities of the different materials
(steel and brass respectively). Measuring the mass itself can not be done in this case,
because the set up has to be taken apart to do so, which is too complicated.

17
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measurements:

Chapter 4. Parameters of the mechanical model

A good measurement can be made of the diameter and thickness of both discs. Also
the drawings for the set up can be trusted at this point. Furthermore, the materials
of the discs are known and a straightforward calculation can be performed. The upper
disc is made of steel (p = 7.9.103 kg/m3 ) and the lower (smaller) one is made of brass
(p = 8.5 . 103 kg1m3). The inertia of the discs can be related to the geometric parameter
and the density through:

(4.1)

The diameter of the upper disc is measured: 40 cm. Moreover, the thickness of the
disc is 2.4 cm. The diameter and thickness of the lower disc are 25 cm and 1.0 cm
respectively. For the two inertias follows:

3 7f ( -2)4 -2 27.9·10 . Q' 40·10 ·2.4·10 = 0.4765 kgm ,
v2

8.5· 103 . ~ . (25.10-2)4.1.0.10-2 = 3.2597 .10-2 kgm2 .
32

4.2 Dry friction Tdryl at the upper disc

procedure:

Second, the dry friction at the upper disc will be measured. To do so, we recall the
fashion in which this dry friction is modelled.. This is represented again in Figure 4.1
below.

M friction

'<I,y1 from halted situation

'by1 in steady state
+------~

disc angle velocity

Figure 4.1: Model for dry friction.
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To estimate the static friction (Tdryl from halted situation) the upper disc will be dis
engaged from the torsion spring. After this the torque on the disc is raised just until
the disc starts to move. At this exact moment, the torque M m applied on the disc by
the motor is the same as the static friction moment Tdryl (from halted situation) that
is working in the opposite direction, because the velocity of the disc is equal to zero.

Mm = Tdryl. (4.2)

Because the torque imposed by the motor is assumed to be linear in relation to the
current applied by it, we can write for M m and Tdryl :

(4.3)

where K t is the constant that is estimated in the electric circuit (Kt = 3.38 NAm, in
positive direction). And I r is the measured current within the electric model.

measurements:

The torsion spring is disengaged from the disc and the torque from the motor is raised
just until the point the disc starts to move. This point is reached when I r is equal to
0.15 A (inputsignal: Ucomp = 0.105 V). To calculate the motor torque that is applied
to the disc (and also the value of Tdryl) we multiply this measured value of I r with the
constant K t of the motor. This gives:

Tdryl = Ir . K t = 0.15 . 3.38 = 0.51 Nm.

With respect to this measurement, the following remark should be made. The value
of 0.15 A is not a constant. This value varies from 0.13 up to 0.18 A, what means for
the dry friction that this value lies between 0.44 N m and 0.61 N m, according to this
calculation.

In the calculations for the electric model, the value for Tdryl appears to be 0.53 N m.
(in positive direction). It should be noticed that the value in the electric model is
calculated with a rotating disc, so in this case the dynamic dry friction is measured.
The measurement made in this part, is performed when the disc is not moving, so the
static dry friction is measured. When we look again at Figure 4.1, we see that this
chosen model can not be applied here, because the static friction is estimated smaller
than the dynamic friction. However, when we take the noise into account that was
present in the measurement of the current, we see that this value of 0.53 N m is still in
range of 0.44 Nm - 0.61 Nm. For this reason, we have to be careful on which friction
model is the right one to use here. Because of the very small differences in these values
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for the static and dynamic friction, no difference will be made between them III the
Kalman filtering procedure which is explained in Chapter 5.

In closing, it can be stated that both estimations with help of the electrical and mechan
ical model are good, but because of the inaccuracies of the used measuring equipment,
the exact value of this dry friction can not be given, only the range of 0.44 Nm - 0.61
Nm.

To examine the effect of heating of the set up, four measurements are made of the angle
velocitiy e1 of the upper disc and the current I r . The upper disc is disengaged from the
torsion spring. The results of these measurements are given in Figure 4.2.

Cold measurement at different computer mputs

11~----,------,-------r----'-r====iM'i':e:r:=as:==u=rem=e=n:;=ta~t=inp:==u~t2rl
- Measurement at input 3

Measurement at input 4
Measurement at input 5

9

20~-~2'-----------';4------:'6------=-8---:1;';;:O-----:1'::-2-----:14

Time [s)

Figure 4.2: 'Cold' measurement of disc velocities at constant input voltages Ucomp.

Next, the disc is kept running during 15 minutes at a state of 3 V (=Ucomp )' This
value is chosen because it gives a reasonable disc speed, but it does not load the set up
too much. After these 15 minutes, several measurements of the current I r and angle
velocity e1 are made. These can be seen in Figure 4.3:

The angle velocities for the 'cold' and 'warm' measurements appear to be the same.
However, for the 'warm' measurement the input tends to be somewhat higher before
the upper disc starts to move. This indicates that the required torque to overcome the
static dry friction is higher in the warm state, than in the cold state. The value for this
new 'warm' dry friction is 0.14 (= Ucomp ) , and with a measured Ir of 0.16 A. According
to Equation 4.3 it follows that:

TdrylwQ,rrn = K t . I r = 3.34·0.16 = 0.53 Nm
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Warm measurement at different computer inputs
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Figure 4.3: 'v\Tarm' measurement of disc velocities at constant input voltages.

However, the value for the measured current I r is not a constant. The value on the
Ampere meter varied a lot and therefore a mean value of 0.16 A is chosen. Because of
this variation we can only conclude that a difference between the warm and cold static
friction is present, but a definite quantitative statement on this difference cannot be
given because of the inaccuracy of the measurement equipment.

4.3 Stiffness of the torsion spring k

procedure:

VVhen defining the parameters of the torsion spring, partially the available drawings
of the design of the set up are used, and measurements are also performed to obviate
obsolete data in the drawings.

When the material of the torsion spring is known, with help of the elasticity modulus
and constant of Poisson, the shear modulus of the material can be calculated.

c= E
2(1 + v)'

(4.4)

Moreover, using this shear modulus, the stiffness of the torsion spring can be calculated
according to:

k = CIs
is '

(4.5)
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Where Is is defined as the second moment for the cross-section and ls is the length of
the spring.

measurements:

The material of the wire is spring steel. The diameter is 2 mm, which was measured as
well as given in the drawings. The required data of this kind of steel for the calculation
is given in [7]:

Esteel

Psteel

200.109 Pa

7.9.103 kgjm3

1

3

The shear modulus for this kind of steel is calculated according to equation (4.4):

c= E
2 (1 + v)

200 . 10
9

= 7.5 . 1010Pa.
2 (1 + 0.333)

The length of the torsion spring is 1483 . 10-3 m. It has to be noticed that it was
not possible to measure this length at the mm exactly. Because of this the data in
the available drawings is trusted as being sufficiently accurate and will be used in the
calculation.

With Is = 3";D; = 1.57.10-12 m 4

k = CIs = 7.5 . 1010 . 1.57.10-
12

= 7.94.10-2 Nm.
ls 1483 . 10-3 rad

Another way to estimate the stiffness of the torsion spring is with help of the measure
ment of the eigenfrequency of the lower part of the system. This will be explained in
Section 4.5.

4.4 Dry friction Tdry2 at the lower disc

procedure:

Next, the parameters of the lower disc will be estimated. To measure the dry friction
in the bearing of the lower disc, a force transducer is fixed upon the disc with two-sided
adhesive tape. This transducer is fixed in such a way that a force imposed on it, is in
a tangential direction with respect to the disc (see Figure 4.4). The distance from this
transducer to the centre of the disc has to be measured precisely, to be able to convert
the applied force to an imposed torque on the disc.
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Lower disc transducer

Applied force
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Figure 4.4: Lower disc with attached Force Transducer

The disc will not be disengaged from the upper disc, because this will give extra friction.
Namely, the spring keeps the disc a small distance from its suspension. The weight of
the disc causes a stress in the torsion spring, which straightens it. Attention should
be given to the fact that the torsion spring should be unloaded when performing the
measurement.

Next, the force on the transducer is raised just until the disc starts to move. This is the
point where the imposed force is equal to the dry friction in the bearings.

measurements:

First, the force transducer has to be calibrated. This is done with help of a number of
known different weights. The maximum weight the transducer can handle is 500 gram
in positive and negative direction. The output of the force transducer is measured by
the computer.

The distance between the center of the disc and the point where the force transducer is
fixed is measured: 85 mm.

Next, the force transducer is pushed in the tangential direction of the disc (see Figure
4.4), and this is repeated 5 times. The first result is given in Figure 4.5. The other
results can be found in Appendix B.

From the measurement data, the point where the disc starts to move is detected. The
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Figure 4.5: Dry friction measured with a force transducer.

corresponding values for the applied force are given in Table 4.1.

1. 0.8644 N
2. 0.4041 N
3. 0.4957 N
4. 0.9340 N
5. 0.8583 N

Table 4.1 1st set of measurements ofdry friction at lower disc.

As can be seen, this value is very small and very variable. So another five measurements
are performed to have a better view on the values that appear. These are given in Table
4.2.

6. 0.6055 N
7. 0.7374 N
8. 0.3015 N
9. 0.7655 N
10. 0.8924 N

Table 4.2 : 2nd set of measurements of dry friction at lower disc.

It should be noticed that the measurement at 8. has a smaller value than the rest of
that series. The only difference between this measurement and the other measurements
in this set of measurements is, that the disc is rotated backwards (over a very small
angle) before the measurement. It could be the case that here the torsion spring already
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puts a force on the disc, and reduces the force applied by the force transducer. The
mean of all these measurements (without measurement 8) is 0.7286 N. Together with
the length of the arm (85 mm) gives this a value for Tdry2:

Tdry2 = 0.7286 . 85.10-3 = 0.062 Nm (4.6)

However, the measurement data is spread over a relatively large range. The range of
the corresponding value for Tdry2 is: 0.034 - 0.079 Nm. Again, the measurement at 8 is
left out when calculating this range.

Because the mean value for Tdry2 is small, no attention is paid to the warming of the
bearings.

4.5 Friction parameters Bvisc2 and Tdry2 at the lower disc

procedure:

A measurement of the viscous friction at the lower disc can be done by reconnecting the
torsion spring to the upper disc. Now, the lower disc is turned while holding the upper
disc, so the torsion spring will wind up. When the lower disc is rotated for about 2.5
rotations it is held, so the initial velocity will be zero. Then it is released (the upper
disc is still fixed) and a periodic signal is observed when examining the angle of the
lower disc.

With help of the estimate for the dry friction at the lower disc, an estimation can be
made for the viscous friction at the lower disc, by fitting an exponential (viscous friction)
together with a linear (dry friction) function over the envelope of the angle signal of the
lower disc [1].

measurements:

A characteristic measurement as depicted in Figure 4.6 is found, the other figures of
these measurements can be found in Appendix C.

It can be seen in this figure that the amplitude of the signal is decreasing in a linear
fashion. When viscous damping is involved, the signal would decrease exponentially
together with a linear decrease due to the dry friction. Now this exponential decrease
cannot be seen, so there can be assumed that the viscous friction is much smaller than
the dry friction at this disc.

On the other hand, we can derive a value for the dry friction from Figure 4.6, because
it is assumed that the viscous friction plays a non-significant role in the damping in
the lower bearing. In Figure 4.6, a straight line can be drawn through the tops of the
output signal. The time derivative of this straight line gives a value for the dry friction.
fd is the difference of the maximum angle between two tops in one period and it is equal
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Figure 4.6: Characteristic measurement of the angle of the lower disc.

to the torque that is put upon it (Tdry2) divided by 4 times the stiffness of the torsion
spring (k = 7.94.10-2 ~ar;J) [1]:

(4.7)

The results from the five measurements are given in Table 3.2 (calculation in Appendix
C):

1. 0.050 Nm
2. 0.049 Nm
3. 0.050 Nm
4. 0.050 Nm
5. 0.050 Nm

Table 3.2 : Calculated values for dynamic friction.

The values for this dynamic friction are very much alike, so this manner of measuring
is reproducible. When we compare this estimate with the estimated value of 0.06 Nm
for the static friction at the lower disc (section 4.4), we can conclude that we can put
a lot of trust in both used measurement and calculation methods. Also when we look
at Figure 4.1 again, we can conclude that this kind of modelling the dry friction is
applicable for the lower disc. Because the static friction was measured as being 0.06
Nm, and the dynamic friction as 0.05 Nm.

To test the assumption that viscous friction does not play an important role in the
friction at the lower disc, a testing model is made of a simple mass-spring-damper
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system in Matlab. Using numerical integration techniques, simulations are performed
with the following parameters:

and Idry = 0.05 N m.

B visc = 0
Bvisc = 0.0005 ~~s

Bvisc = 0.005 ~~s
B· = 0 05 1'1msVtsC . rad

B visc = 0.0005 ~~s

b=O
b=O
b=Q
b=O

b = 0.0005 Nms
rad

'I. ,E-~"~1 T-0~~-~~_~B§Vi'C~=D~'DD~5N~m'~b~'TI1D

:r!.J ~~J: \, I
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Figure 3.4a: Matlab simulation. Figure 3.4b: Matlab simulation.
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Figure 3.4c: Matlab simulation. Figure 3.4d: Matlab simulation.
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Figure 3.4d: Matlab simulation.

As can be seen in Figures 3.4a through d, the viscous friction Bvisc2 has a very big
influence on the behaviour of the lower disc. When comparing these gures with Figure
4.6 we can assume that the viscous damping is small indeed. When material damping
(b) of the spring is also taken into account, the values for these parameters are at least
two orders smaller than the dry friction. This gives for the viscous and material damping
a value of at most 0.0005 Nms. Compared to the values for friction at the upper disc,
these found values are very small. It could be considered, to remove these parameters,
band Bvisc2, from the model.
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Figure 4.7: Measurement results fitted with an ode45 Matlab file.

Also can be seen in Figure 4.7 that while the values for the friction are held constant
in the simulation, a deviation seems to be present in the friction parameter when the
disc moves in the negative direction. The lower tops are not as low as the fitted curve,
while the same curve does fit at the upper part of the figure. This phenomenon could
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imply that the measurement in the negative direction that was done earlier, is correct
at suggesting that friction was slightly higher in negative direction than in the positive
direction. But this will be given no further thought, because this value will be almost
the same as the positive one and all the measurements are done in the positive direction
further on.

Next, the value for Tdryl is examined. Figure 4.8 is made with Tdryl = 0.06 Nm. A big
difference can be seen between the fitted curve and the measured results, so a small
variation in the value for Tdryl has a big influence on the damping.

8,-----r\------,-------,----r=:::::;::;::::r:::::::::;:::==.====J,==,:;==::;;::;:::::=.~
- Measured value angle disc 2 (rad)

Filled curve with Bvisc =0 and b =
6

4

"~' 2g.
N

~ 0
'0
'0
~ -2

"«
·4 J
.100;;----~5------!;10,----+.15:--------;!20O:;---------::25

Time [5]

Figure 4.8: Measurement results fitted with an ode45 Matlab file with Tdry2=0.06 Nrn.

Moreover, when looking again at Figure 4.1 the difference between the two values for
Tdry2 can be easily explained. The value 0.06 Nm is measured when the disc was
standing still and the value 0.05 Nm is measured while rotating the disc. The form of
modelling this dry friction at the lower disc is therefore a good one.

When comparing the two results (Figures 4.7 and 4.8), it can be concluded that the
value for Tdry = 0.05 Nm is more realistic than 0.06 Nm and that viscous and material
damping do not play an important role in the damping at the lower disc.

With help of these measurement results, the stiffness of the torsion spring can be esti
mated again. To do so, we take the second-order mass-spring model:

q(t) +w~q(t) = 0 (4.8)
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(4.9)

It has to be noticed that this model can only be used if the viscous damping is assumed
to be very small and of no influence on the behaviour of the system.

From all the measurements discussed in this section (see also Appendix C) we can
calculate W n using:

with the measured mean for W n :

27f
wn=y'

rad
W n = 1.47

s

(4.10)

The inertia of the lower disc was already estimated, and this will give according to
Equation 4.9:

k = w~ . J = (1.47)2.3.26.10-2 = 7.02.10-2 Nm. (4.11)

When we compare this found value to the estimated value for k (section 4.3 k = 7.94·
10-2N m) we see that these values do not differ a lot from each other. The differences
that are present could be caused by bumps and bendings in the torsion spring that
could affect the measurements.
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Parametric identification using
Kalman filtering

The second way of estimating the different parameters in the model is with the use of a
Kalman filter. This filter involves system description in the time domain. The formu
lation used, employs state-space notation which offers the advantage of mathematical
and notational convenience. It is particularly useful in providing statistical descriptions
of system behaviour [6].

Initial estimations for the values of the to be estimated parameters are needed in this
Kalman filter. At first, these initial values will be the values for the parameters which
are estimated in the previous chapters. From the results of this Kalman filter, it will
appear if these initial values were good estimations.

5.1 The augmented state-space formulation

For the experimental set up, the following equations are derived in the previous chapters:

For the electro-mechanical part:

and for the mechanical part:

M m - Bvisc1(h - k (e1 - e2) - b (191 - 192) - Tdry1signe1

-Bvisc2e2 - k (e2 - e1 ) - b (192 - 191) - Tdry2signih,

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

with the remarks that Mm = KtIr and that K e and K t have the same value but not the
same dimension.

31
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Combining equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) gives the following equations:

(
KIUcomp - Ke) . )

Jl el = K t R
1
+ R,. - BvisclOl - k (e1 - e2

-b (81 - ( 2) -7drYlsign81,

~n T) A 1{/J Q\b(iJ e·' . o·
J2 tf2 -Dvisc2 U 2 - K; \V2 - vI; - \v 2 - I} - Tdery2s~gn 2·

(5.4)

(5.5)

To estimate the values of the various different parameters from the experiments, we have
to determine in this stage of the modelling process which quantities will be measured.
In this case, the two angles of the upper and lower disc, e1 and e2 respectively, are
measured. The quantity Ucomp is the input that is inserted in the system, which is
measured as well.

For the modelling process the so-called state-space notation is used. In this notation
the state of the system can be given at any moment in time, by the state vector X s and
its accompanying derivative:

(5.6)

The measured quantity z is given by:

z = [ ~~ ] = [1 0 1 0] X s = Hx s .

5.1.1 The parameters to be estimated

(5.7)

In the system equations we see that a large number of parameters are present. All of
these have to be estimated and following the theory of Kalman, these constants can be
estimated by putting them in the state vector. The extended state vector now becomes:

[
x
p

s ],x aug = with p =

1 .,

h
I
h
k

K e (or K t )
1

Rl+Rr

B viscl

Bvisc2

b

(5.8)
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The index aug stands for the word augmented (i.e. extended). In the parameter vector
p, the two top places are for the reciprocates of the inertias of the two discs. We also
see the inverse of the parameters R1 + Hr. In this way, there will be no errors during
the estimation process, when these parameters are estimated as zero or as a value in
the neighbourhood of zero. The parameters will be assumed to be constant over time,
so the derivative of the extended state vector should in the ideal case be equal to:

. [ X
s

]
x aug = ° . (5.9)

The problem with equation (5.9) is that an almost exact initial estimation has to be
made in order to let the parameters converge to their real values. The parameters must
have freedom to vary, and equation (5.9) turns into:

[ W
xsp ] ,xaug = W p rv N[O, Qp (t)]. (5.10)

In equation (5.10) a stochastic disturbance wp is applied to the derivatives of the pa
rameters. This disturbance (or noise) is normally distributed with a mean of zero and
a variance that is specified in the variance matrix Qp. Here, the maximum deviation of
the estimation of the parameters compared to their initial estimation can be defined.
When we hardly know anything about the system, larger values for this variance are
used than in the case where we have a lot of knowledge about it.

In practice, noise will be present at the rest of the components of the state vector. In
that case equation (5.10) will turn into:

Xaug = [ Xo]+ [ :; ] = [ ~s ] +w, W s rv N [0, Qs (t)J. (5.11)

In this equation, the disturbance on the original state (x s ) can be considered as noise
on the input signal.

From now on, the extended state vector x aug will be designated by the much more
simpler name x.

5.2 Design of the Kalman filter

5.2.1 Choice of the Filter

There are different methods to estimate states of systems. You can do this off-line,
by performing measurements on the system and fitting your model on the acquired
data. Or you can do it on-line, where the parameters are determined directly during
measuring. For this problem, the Kalman filters are designed for off-line parameter
estimation. These Kalman Filters are Continuous-Discrete Extended Kalman Filters.
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5.2.2 General notation for the filter

Equation (5.11) is not written in its correct form yet. The general form is:

x = Fx+Lu+Gw. (5.12)

With the computer input Ucomp as u and the earlier mentioned stochastic disturbance
w. For better understanding of this equation, the next equations give more insight in
the model equations of the used Continuous Extended Kalman filter [6]:

System mod el
Measurement model

x (t) = f (x (t) ,t) + w (t) , w (t) rv N [0, Q (t)] ,
Zk = hk (x (tk)) +Vk, v (t) rv N [0, R (t)] .

The system model consists of the modelling equations which are in equations (5.4)
and (5.5). The measuring model consists of a discrete samples of measurements of the
angle of the upper and lower disc. This information is in hk (x (tk)). On both models
there is some noise present: uncertainty in the estimations of the parameters w (t) and
measurement noise v (t). These 'noises' are normally distributed around zero and their
variances are specified by the matrices Q and R respectively.

The initial conditions of the parameters x(O) have a mean around xo which is the
initial estimation. The variance of these initial conditions is specified by the matrix Po.
Furthermore, the expected value of w (t) v[ is zero for all k and t: this implies that
w (t) and Vk are uncorrelated.

Initial conditions
Other assumptions

x (0) rv N [xo, Po] ,
E [w (t) v[J = ° for all k and t.

F System Jacobian,

H Measurement Jacobian,

K Gain matrix,

R Intensity of the measurement error,

Q Matrix indicating the trust in the model equations,

P Error covariance matrix.

The initial state estimation takes place by using the original modelling equations in
f (x (t) ,t). The derivative of the Error Covariance matrix P (t) can be computed by
solving the Riccatti equation. The Gain matrix Kk can be found by using this matrix
P, the measurement Jacobian H and the measurement intensity error Rk. However,
this is only an initial estimate and when finding the final estimate, the initial one has to
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be updated. The state estimate update takes place by using the initial estimate. This
value is added to the Gain matrix Kk which is multiplied by (z (t) - hk (Xk (-))). This
procedure is clarified further in Figure 5.1. Finally the Error Covariance Matrix Pk (-)

can be updated with to Pk (+) .

State estimation
Error covariance matrix

Gain matrix

State Estimate Update
Error Covariance Update

i:(t) =f(x(t),t),
P(t) = F (x (t) ,t) P (t) + P (t) p T (x (t) , t) +Q (t) .

K k = Pk (-) HI (Xk (-)) [Hk (Xk (-)) Pk (-) HI (Xk (-)) + R

:h (+) = Xk (-) + Kk [Zk - hk (Xk (-))],
Pk (+) = [I - K kHk (x (- ))] Pk (- ) .

measurement z(t) estimated state x(t)

Figure 5.1: Block diagram of estimation of the state vector.

The linearized Kalman filtering algorithm is developed if the nonlinear functions f and h
are linearized about a vector x(t) which is specified prior to processing the measurement
data.

P(x(t),t)
of (x (t), t)

ox (t) !x(t)=x(t) ,

Ohk (x (tk))
Ox (tk) !X(tk)=X(-)'

In these equations, the input matrix L, presented in equation (5.12) is not explained.
But the use of this input signal in the estimation of the parameters is indispensable.
That is why the following trick is subjected, the input is processed in the system matrix:

x(t) = [ F(X(t),p(t),t):i:(t)O+L(x(t),p(t))U(t)] +w(t) =P(x,u)+w(t).

(5.13)

5.3 Application of the Kalman filter on the model

Because there are many parameters present in the model, it is chosen to make two
separate Kalman filters. This is done to maintain the overview of the parameters to be
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estimated and how they affect each other.

5.3.1 The 'upper' Kalman filter

The first Kalman filter is used to estimate the parameters in the upper part of the set
up. These are the inertia of the upper disc and dry and viscous friction at the upper
disc. Furthermore, the parameters of the electro-mechanical part of the model are also
present in the nlOdelling equations. Now, only an adapted version of the first equation
of the model is used. It is adapted, because the torsion spring is disengaged from the
upper disc. We have again two equations:

Ktlr = J1iJ1+ Bvisc/h + TdrY1 sign (fh) ,

(R1+ Rr) Ir + Kih.

(5.14)

(5.15)

Inserted in each other this gives:

I(. (K1Ucomp - Kih) = J1e1+ Bvisc1 (h + TdrY1 si9n (fh).
r R1 + Rr )

The augmented state vector x has the form:

Xl 81

X2 81

x3 1
J1

X4 Bvisc1
X= -

X5 Tdry1
X6 K e (or K t )
X7 1

RI+Rr

Xs K 1

The state equations can then be written as:

(5.16)

(5.17)

:(; =

fh l
81

o
o
o
o
o
o

r X2 1
X3 (X6 X7 (xsUcomp - X6X2) - X4X2 - X5sign (X2))

o
o
o
o
o
o

(5.18)

Linearization of this derivative of the state vector (equation (5.18)) gives the in equation
(5.13) described system matrix F. The remart is made that linearization of the sign
function is equal to zero:
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d
d = (sign (X2)) = 0
X2
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(5.19)

F =

I 0 1
o Xs (X~X7 - X4)

o a
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0

o 1
X7X6 (XsUcomp - X6X2) - X4X2 - X5 sign (X2)

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
-XSX2

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
-xssign (X2)

o
o
a
a
o
o

o
Xs (X7XSUcomp - 2X6X7X2)

o
o
o
o
o
o

(5.20)

a
XSX6 (xsUcomp - X2 X 6)

o
o
o
o
o
o

o
XSX6 X 7 U comp

o
o
o
o
o
a

Because only the angle 81 is measured, the measuring matrix H becomes:

H=[l 0 0 0 0 000] (5.21)

The matrix P is the error covariance matrix and the diagonal values in this matrix
represent the conficence in the initial values of these parameters. When starting with
both discs at displacement zero (from standing still) and the time starts at zero, you
know for sure that the value of the two parameters 81 and iir will be zero as well.
Because we can be sure about these parameters, we fill in the value 0 in the P-matrix.
The knowledge we have about the initial values is not trusted completely, so for the
parameters that are estimated, we fill in a small value. Because of the confidence we
have in some initial estimations, the values in the P-matrix for these parameters are
smaller than the values for the parameters in which we have less confidence.
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0

p= 0 0 0 0.02 0 0 0 0
(5.22)

0 0 0 0 0.05 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 j0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1

The measuring noise covariance matrix Q is a diagonal matrix which reflects the confi
dence in the modelling equations. In this case, only one equation is present and could
give any uncertainty, so at this position in the Q-matrix a value is given: 0.01. The trust
in the derivatives of the parameters is very great. It is assumed that the parameters
have a constant value, so their derivative is equal to zero. The values in the Q-matrix
at these positions at the diagonal can be put at a value of 0, but to give the filter some
space, small values could be filled in:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Q= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(5.23)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5.3.2 The 'big' Kalman filter

The second Kalman filter is a filter used to estimate all the parameters in the modelling
equations. Because of the obtained trust in the estimated values of the parameters
at the upper disc, from the results of the 'upper' Kalman filter, these parameters will
not be changed rigorously in this second estimation procedure. These parameters at
the upper disc could also be implemented in the filter as constants, but because we do
not know exactly how these parameters affect the values of the other parameters, we
implemented the 'upper' parameters again in the 'big' Kalman filter. '

The two modelling equations from equations (5.4) and (5.5) are repeated here:
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.. (K1U
COmp - Ke) . (e e )

J1 e 1 K t R1 + Rr - Bvisc1e1 - k 1 - 2

-b (e1 - ( 2 ) - Tdry1signe1,

J2(h - BVisc2e2 - k (e2 - e1) - b (e2 - ( 1) - Tdry2sig ne2.

We take the state vector x:

e1

e1

e2

e2
1
h
1
Jz
k

X= Ke(orKt )
1

R1+Rr

B Visc1

B visc2

b

and its derivative:
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(5.24)

81

81

82

82

o
o
o

x = 0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

X2

X5 (X8 X 9 (X15Ucomp - X8X2) - XlQX2 - X7 (Xl - X3) - X12 (X2 - X4) - X13sign (X2)

X4

X6 (-XnX4 - X7 (X3 - Xl) - X12 (X4 - X2) - X14sign (X4))

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

(5.25)
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Through linearization, the matrix F is found and given by:

I
0 1 0 0

-X7X 5 X5 (-x~xg - XlO - X12) X7 X 5 Xl2 X 5

0 0 0 1
F

-X6 (XllXI2)X6 X 7 X6 X l2 -X7X 6

l 0 J
o

-X7XI + X2 (-x~xg - XlO - X12) - Xl3sign (X2) + X7X3 + Xl2 X 4 + Xl5XSXgUcomp

o
o

o

o

o
X5 (-Xl + X3)

o
X6 (Xl - X3)

(5.26)J
j

oo
Xs (-X~X2+ X15XSUcomp)

o
o

o
X5 (-2xSxgx2 + Xl5XgUcomp)

o
o

o
o
o

X7XI + Xl2X2 - X7 X 3 - (XllXI2) X4 - X14sign (X4)

o
o
o
o

o
X5 (-X2 + X4)

o
X6 (-X4 + X2)

o
o
o

-X6sig n (X4)

L o

Here the symbol 0 represents a zero matrix with appropriate size. The measuring
matrix J{ is much easier to determine. The angles of the upper and lower disc are
measured:

J{ = [1 0 1 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]. (5.27)
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The exact numbers of the used error covariance matrix P can be found in Appendix D.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a 0 0 0 4e-5 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0v

0 0 0 0 0 ge-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 6e-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

P= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ge-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8e-8 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7e-5 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5e-8 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8e-9 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2e-5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3e-7 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5e-4

(5.28)

The measuring noise covariance matrix Q is given below, with again the remark that
the covariances of the parameters to be estimated can be given a small value.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Q= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (5.29)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L

5.4 Experimental use of the Kalman filter

The input signal Ucomp that is applied to the experimental set up is a signal of 100
combined sine waves and is given in Figure 5.2. The amplitude of these sine waves has
a range from 0 to 0.2 V, a frequency between 0.1 and 3 Hz and a random phase.This
input signal is chosen because of its high variety in amplitude and frequency. And with
this signal all the parameters in the model can be estimated because of this variety.
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Figure 5.2: Combined sine waves as input signal Ucomp

5.4.1 Results of the 'upper' Kalman filter

The first measurements on the set up are made with the torsion spring disengaged from
the upper disc. This is why the name 'upper' Kalman filter is used. After the first
iteration cycle, it turned out that the used input signal was not long enough for the
upper Kalman filter to reach convergence. For that reason we have used eight iterations
after each other, while only using the original measurement data. The results from
a completed iteration is inserted into the next one. After these eight iterations, the
following results are obtained for the various parameters.

Figure 4.3a: Estimation of A. Figure 4.3b: Estimation of Bv isc1'
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0.3-

O.

0.1-

00 0.5

Figure 4.3c: Estimation of Tdryl'

0.0~--:CO.5o--------;----f1.~5----:2:-------c:2.75 ----:-----C03'-=-.5----J4·

time [s} x 10

Figure 4.3e: Estimation of Rl~Rr .
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Figure 4.3d: Estimation of K e .

5.

50e------;:O'-=-.5-----:---;1~.S-----:O-2 --2;;-;.5~------;--------:3.-;c-5 -----l4·
time [s] x 10

Figure 4.3f: Estimation of K 1 .

In the results, it is very clear that convergence has been reached. The lines are very
flat to the end of the iteration cycles and that indicates that the gain matrix K plays
not an important role anymore; the estimation procedure is completed. To indicate
whether or not the initial estimations were good estimations, Table 4.1 gives these
initial estimations and the estimated values from the Kalman filter.

Initial Estimates Estimates by Kalman filter
..l 3.1 k ~2 1.941 k ~2h

B visc1 0.22 ~:!!f 0.124~
Tdryl 0.35 Nm 0.75 Nm
K e 0.235 g 0.352 ~

---..L- 0.045 f2 0.088 f2R1+Rr
K 1 5.7 8.796

Table 4.1 Comparison between initial and final estimations.
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A discussion about the deviations and the correspondences of the values in Table 4.1
can be found in Chapter 6.

5.4.2 Results from 'big' Kalman filter

For the estimation procedure of the 'big' Kalman filter, the same input signal is used as
with the 'upper' Kalman filter. But now, the measurements are made with the torsion
spring connected to the upper and lower disc. As explained, the two angles of these
two discs are measured. Because only one iteration was again not enough to reach
convergence, eight cycles are used again. The results can be seen in the figures below.

30·2c---'--;5CcOO~--O-1~00C=-0-----01~50c=-0~2000 2500 3000 3500 400
iteration number!500

2.1[,--~-~-~-~-~-~--

2.0J ~\
I r~'! I

~2.06-1
~ I!
';2.0+{ !

~ 2.0Jj, \
~ Iii 21 I ~
'0 1.9~ \ r \ (

i::j I \!V~,-"\co\rJ\v"\l-
1.9i

I

1.90 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 400
iteration number/SOO

J31'1-31.N

'"~31.
'0
:v 31.

~
15 31

'"~30.
c \

- 30. \-/1
30.

Figure 4.4a: Estimation of inertia J1.

0.0~'-~50"'0'-1"'0"'00;--1""5"'00;--2~0C;;;00;--"'25CcOO~"'30~00~"'35~00~-="400
iteration number/500

Figure 4.4c: Estimation of stiffness k.

Figure 4.4b: Estimation of inertia J2.

r'J(l
i "~ \
1'.: v\;
':' .. V\/\/\/'V~~

.3i---soo 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 400
iteration number/SOO

Figure 4.4d: Estimation of K e -
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500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 400
iteration number/SOO

J
3500 400

F · 44 E' . f 119ure . e: stlmatlOn 0 Rl+R2' Figure 4.4f: Estimation of Bvisc1 .

Figure 4.4g: Estimation of Bvisc2. Figure 4.4h: Estimation of b.

Figure 4.4i: Estimation of Tdryl. Figure 4.4j: Estimation of Tdry2.
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:.1 J

,./
':i V~~~/'V0v~vj

. 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 400
iteration numberf500

Figure 4.4k: Estimation of Kl.

From these figures it is clear that the 'big' Kalman filter has more trouble in reaching
convergence than the 'upper' Kalman filter had. This is caused by the fact that a lot
more parameters are present in this filtering procedure. Furthermore, two quantities
are measured and used in the estimations. This is an extra degree of freedom in the
filter and therefore it takes more time to come to a solid estimation of the parameters.
The results from this estimation procedure are quite good, but they are only initial
estimations, which can be used in a more extensive investigation.

The initial values that were found during the estimation of the 'upper' Kalman filter
are used in the 'big' one. After one iteration a new set of initial values is taken, which
is given in Table 4.2. A comparison has been made between these initial estimations
and the finally found values with this 'big' Kalman filter after eight iteration cycles.

Initial Estimates Estimates by Kalman filter
..l 1.941 k~2 1.93 k~2JI
..l 30.8 k ::Im2 31.4 k~2h
k 0.0738~ 0.073 ~Er

K e 0.344 ~ 0.344 JEg
_1_ 0.088 ~ 0.088 ~R +R_
B visc1 0.163 ~~s 018 Jl{ms

. rnd

Bvisc2 0.003 t;f:Ss 0.003 JE!!fs

b 0.0001~ -4e-4 tf:Hf
Tdryl 0.75 Nm 0.745 Nm

Tdry2 0.02 Nm 0.02 Nm
K 1 8.796 8.82

Table 4.2. Comparing initial and Kalman estimations.

Together with the discussion about the values of the 'upper' Kalman filter (Table 4.1),
the values of the 'big' Kalman filter in Table 4.2 will be discussed in Chapter 6.



Chapter 6

Discussion

All the parameters have been estimated by different measurement techniques and by
estimation through Kalman filtering. The final step for choosing the right value for
these parameters is the comparing of the results of both procedures. All the found
values from all the estimation procedures are collected in Table 5.1.

Parameter Estimation by Measurements Upper Kalman Filter Big Kalman filter
--.l 2.096 d:rn2 1.941 k;/m2 1.93 k;/m2h
..1 30.68 k ~2 - 31.4 k;/m2h
k 0.0702~ - 0.073 ~

K e 3.346 JeS 0.352 -!:,~ 0.344 ~r;;Tad
_..1_ 0.189 IT 0.088 IT 0.088 ITR +Rr
Bvisc1 0.0266~ 0.124~ 0.18~

B V isc2 0.0005 .!J!!!i-s - o.003 .J:;ff!![s

b 0.0005 JY...ms - -4e 4 lims
Tad rad

Tdry1 0.503 Nm 0.75 Nm 0.745 Nm

Tdry2 0.05 Nm - 0.02 Nm
K1 6.056 8.796 8.82

Table 5.1 Comparison between measurments and Kalman filter.

Looking at the upper three parameters which have been estimated with material and
geometric properties, J1 , hand k, we see a very large resemblance with the estimated
values from both Kalman filters. However, comparing the measured values of the pa
rameters of the electro-mechanical part of the model with the values of the Kalman
filters, K 1 , K e and R1 and Rr, we see some deviations. These deviations are probably
casued by the large variation in the output of the amplifier. This amplifier cannot give a
direct current as output, but an output which vibrates around a mean. This is also the
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reason that the measurements taken with the volt and ampere meter vibrate too and
this could eventually lead to the deviations we have here. Furthermore, we should point
out that the results for these electro-mechanical parameters, from both Kalman filters,
are very much alike. This is another reason to have more confidence in the results of
the Kalman filters than in the estimations done by measurements.

The negative value for the material damping b of the spring, does not play an important
role here, because it is very small.

The estimated values for the lower part of the system, like BVisc2 and Tdry2 again show a
larger resemblance with each other. However, all the friction parameters in this model
are estimated to be larger by both Kalman filters, than the values found by measure
ments, except Tdry2' The reason for this is not easily found, but of nonlinear phenomenon
in the friction at the lower disc could be thought. However, a more extensive investiga
tion to this phenomenon has to be made, to be conclusive about the value of Tdry2.



Chapter 7

Conelusions and
recommendations

The goals of this research were, firstly, modelling the experimental set up and secondly,
the estimation of the parameters within this model.

The model for the experimental set up has been presented. However, on the point of
estimating the parameters, some difficulties arose.

First of all, the parameters estimated by using material and geometric properties
(both inertias and the stiffness of the torsion spring) are estimated alike in both esti
mation techniques, estimation by measurements and estimation by a Kalman filter.
Second, the parameters within the electro-mechanical part of the set up have been es
timated with help of measuring equipment that was not accurate enough. This was
partly due to the fact that the output of the amplifier was not a constant value when
a constant input was given. This accuracy problem was found when a comparison was
made between the different estimation techniques. Because of this accuracy problem,
more confidence is given to the estimations of the parameters by the Kalman filter. And
third, all the friction parameters except Tdry2 are estimated larger by the Kalman filter
than the estimation by measurements.

Furthermore, all the parameters investigated are significant for the behaviour of the
set up, except the viscous friction at the lower disc and the material damping of the
torsion spring. Because these parameters are so small, they could not be measured at
all, taking all the measurement noise into account. The results of the application of the
Kalman filter also shows that these parameters are very close to zero. Because of these
small values, both parameters seem to have a very small influence of the behaviour of
the set up and therefore they can be taken out of the model. With help of the different
estimation techniques initial estimations of all the parameters have been found, however,
a more extensive investigation of these parameters has to be made to be conclusive about
the final values of these parameters.
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Suggestions for further research are, therefore, firstly, the improvement of the measure
ment system that is used for estimating the parameters of the electro-mechanical part
of the set up. One could also think of a torque measuring device between the motor
and the upper disc. In that way, the dynamic part of the set up can be disengaged from
the electro-mechanical part, but they are still connected by that measured torque.

Another interesting part to investigate is the straightness of the torsion spring. The
one used in the experimental set up was not straight at all and this lack of straightness
could be of influence on the estimation of the parameters in the mechanical part of the
set up.

On the part of heating of components, a small deviation between 'warm' and 'cold' mea
surements was found. However, with the measurement equipment this small deviation
could not be translated to a deviation in the values of estimated parameters.

Because this project will be prolongated within the scope of a PhD project which will
investigate limit cycling behaviour, the friction within this model is of great importance
and will also need some further investigation.
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... 1 8 A.appenOIX J-l.

Processing of measurement data
for parametric estimation in the
electric model

clear all
ucomp~[0.5;1;1.5;2;2.5;3;3.5;4;4.5;5];
umeasure~[2.81;5.79;8.75;11.78;14.77;17.81;20.67;23.74;26.85;30.17];

imeasure=[0.17;0.17;0.18;0.2;0.21;0.22;0.22;0.23;0.23;0.24];
theta=[0.6971;1.5823;2.452;3.351;4.2083;5.1378;5.971;6.8818;7.8131;8.6754];
z=[umeasure imeasure theta];

th1=arx(z,[0 1 100]);
[a,b]=th2poly(th1);
RrKe= []
present (th1)

ucompneg=[-0.5;-1.0;-1.5;-2.0;-2.5;-3.0;-3.5;-4.0;-4.5];
umeasureneg=[-2.86;-5.81;-8.80;-11.79;-14.84;-17.65;-20.88;-24.09;-26.15J;
imeasureneg=[-0.13;-0.15;-O.16;-0.17;-0.19;-0.20;-0.20;-0.21;-0.21];
thetaneg=[-0.7203;-1.5981;-2.4653;-3.3424;-5.0778;-6.0155;-7.4962;-7.8131];
zneg=[umeasureneg imeasureneg thetaneg]

th1b=arx(zneg, [0 1 100]);
[a,b]=th2poly(th1b);
RrKeneg=[]
present (th1b)

imin=-l*imeasure;
th2=arx([umeasure -l*imeasure ucomp], [0 1 1 0 0]);
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R1Kl= [J
present (th2)

th2=arx([umeasureneg -l*imeasureneg ucompnegJ, [0 1 1 0 OJ);
R1Klneg= [J
present (th2)
th3=arx([b(2)*imeasure theta ones(11,1)J,[O 1 1 0 oj);

present (th3)

ucompstil=[0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0J;
umeasurestil=[1.14 1.45 1.75 2.13 2.40 2.86 3.10 3.49];
imeasurestil=[0.56 0.74 0.97 1.16 1.46 1.63 1.86 2.04];
zstil=[umeasure -l*imeasure ucompJ;
opl=arx(z,[O 1 100]);
present (opl)

zBvisctau=[3.383*imeasure theta sign(theta)J;
op12=arx(zBvisctau,[O 1 100]);
Bvisctau= [J
present (op12)

zBvisctauop=[3.386*imeasureneg thetaneg sign(thetaneg)J;
op13=arx(zBvisctauop,[0 1 1 0 OJ);
Bvisctauop= [J
present (op13)



Appendix B

Measurement results for dry
friction at the lower disc

Dry friction at the lower disc, 5th measurement

:::3. '... :
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Time[s]

\ • II~j t •
4 5 6 8 9 10 . a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Time [5] Time [5]
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Avven.dix C

Calculation of dry friction at the
lower disc with help of oscillations

1st measurement (figure in report):

8 - ~ fd = Tdry2

12 k
8- 1

Tdry2 = J:"f. 7,92.10-2 = 0,050 Nm

4

'0 J 0
g 0

\
OJ

\ Ien
~ ·2

I

I
\

-5

-4
\ \'t

'1 \
1'"

-8
~ ..

-1Oil--
,
5 10 15 20 25 30.15

0 10 15 20 25 30
Time [5] Time
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58 Appendix C. Calculation of dry friction at the lower disc with help of oscillations

151--------,-------r-----,---~;=_==O=;:;ho""ek;C;;o~nd""'erT.:ra~d
I
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Time Time

2nd measurement:

8,4 -1
12

Tdry2

3rd measurement:

9,5 - 2

12

Tdry2

4th measurement:

10 - 2,5

12

Tdry2

5th measurement:

8,8-1,2
12

Tdry2

fd = Tdry2
k

8 4 1,1;.l· 7,92 .10-2 = 0,049 Nm

fd = Tdry2

k

9,5 - 2 . 7 92 . 10-2 = 0 050 N
12' , m

fd = Tdry2
k

10 - 2 5
, . 7 92 . 10-2 = 0 050 N--1-2- , , m

fd = Tdry2
k

88-12
, '·7 92.10-2 = 0 050 Nm12' ,



Appendix D

Continuous-Discrete Kalman
Filter

Only the Matlab files of the 'upper' Kalman Filter are given here, because these are
less big than the files for the 'big' Kalman filter. Also these files resemble each other a
lot, only the modelling equations and parameters are adapted.

%AN_ass05.m - Program for computing unknown parameters using Kalman Filter
tic;
invJl=1.94100716605008;
invJ2=30.81023357269950;
k=O.07386345596337;
Ke=O.34440174667294;
invR1Rr=O.08815898581814;
Bviscl=O.16329099287657;
Bvisc2=O.00295415845136;
b=-O.00015931801031;
Tdryl=O.75024732569944;
Tdry2=O.02088927990882;
Kl=8.79601551891330;

%load measurement data
fiftysecsboth;
tsim=plot_time(1:1:50001);xlsim=PLOT_DATA(1:1:50001,1);
x2sim=PLOT_DATA(1:1:50001,2);
xl=interpl(tsim,xlsim,tsim);
x2=interpl(tsim,x2sim,tsim);
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u=PLOT_DATA(1:1:50001,3);
clear plot_time PLOT_DATA
end
xO=[O 0 0 OJ;
ThetaO=[invJl invJ2 k Ke invR1Rr Bviscl Bvisc2 b Tdryl Tdry2 K1J;
\bigskip
Pl=[le-30 le-3 oJ;
P2=[0.00003703021222 0.09117918239906 0.00000055070958 0.00000089374641
0.00000008034587 0.00007224963044 0.00000004701799 0.00000000845347
0.00001957268015 0.00000029460015 0.00048219569325J;
PO_=[Pl; P2J;
PO=matr2vec(diag(PO_));
x_augO=[ xO; ThetaOJ;
R=[O.OOOl O.OOOlJ'; %covariance on measurements
Q=[O 0.01 0 O.OlJ'; %covariance on model equations
Tl=O.OOl;
options=odeset('MaxStep',O.OOl); %Specification of maximum

%integration step size for ode45 solver
[nr,ncJ=size(x_augO);
%initialization
H=[l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OJ; %Jacobian matrix of output vector

%filed y=g(x,u,t)
R=diag(R); %Covariance on measurements
Q=diag(Q); Q(nr,nr)=O; %Spectral density matrix for the state errors
a=length(xO'); b=length(x_augO');
P=[J; x_aug=[J; inov_sig=[J;
iter=8;
for dd=l:iter,
dd
x_aug_i=[J; P_i=[J; inov_sig_i=[J;
tk_l=tsim(1) ;
vv=O;
for ff=2:length(tsim),

Uk_l=u(ff-l); tk=tsim(ff); Yexp_k=[xl(ff); x2(ff)J;
[tout, x_aug_pomJ=ode45('AN_system', [tk_l tkJ, x_augO, options, Uk_l);
x_aug_tk=x_aug_pom(end,:);
clear x_aug_pom tout;
[tout, P_pomJ=ode45('AN_Psys', [tk_l tkJ, PO, options, Uk_l, x_augO, Q);
P_tk=P_pom(end,:);
clear P_pom tout;
P_tk=vec2matr(P_tk');
K = P_tk*H'*pinv(H*P_tk*H'+R); %Kalman's gain matrix K; see Applied Optimal

%Estimation pp. 188 (Gelb)



inov_sig_i=K*(Yexp_k-H*x_aug_tk');
x_aug_tk=(x_aug_tk'+inov_sig_i)';
P_tk=(eye (nr)-K*H) *P_tk;
P_tk=matr2vec(P_tk)';
P_tk=matr2vec(P_tk)';
x_aug_i=[x_aug_i; x_aug_tkJ;
tk_l=tsim(ff) ;
x_augO=x_aug_tk';
PO=P_tk' ;
inov_sig=[inov_sig; inov_sig_i(l: 100:length(inov_sig_i»'J ;

end
x_aug=[x_aug; x_aug_i(1:100:length(x_aug_i), :)J;
P=[P; P_iJ;
clear x_aug_i P_i
x_augO=[xO; x_aug_tk(a+l:end)'J;
P_pom=vec2matr(P_tk');
for uu=l: a,

P_pom(uu,uu)=Pl(uu,l);
for 11=1:b,

if ll-=uu,
P_pom(uu,ll)=O;

end
end

end
for uu=a+l: b,

for 11=1:a,
P_pom(uu, 11)=0;

end
end
PO=matr2vec(P_pom);
clearP_pom;
Padd=vec2matr(PO);
saveende8x_augtsiwYaddinov_sig
clearPadd;
end
toc;

function xdot = AN_system(t, x, flag, U);
%**************************************************
% Jacobian matrix of output vector filed y=g(x,u,t)
%H=[l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
% 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 000 000 0 OJ;
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n=13.73;
xdot (15 , 1) =0 ;
xdot(l,l) = x(2);
xdot(2,1) = x(5)*(-x(7)*x(1)+(-n*n*(x(8)-2)*x(9)-x(10)-x(12))*x(2)

-x(13)*sign(x(2))+x(7)*x(3)+x(12)*x(4)+n*x(15)*x(8)*x(9)*U);
xdot(3,1) = x(4);
xdot(4,1) = x(6)*(x(7)*x(1)+x(12)*x(2)-x(7)*x(3)-(x(11)+x(12))*x(4)

-x(14)*sign(x(4)));

function Pdot = AN_Psys(t, x, flag, U, x_aug, Q);
P=vec2matr(x);
[a,bJ=size(x);
nr=(-1+sqrt(1+8*a))/2;
F=[J; F(nr,nr)=O;

% initialization
p=x_aug;
n=13.73;
F(1,2)=1;
F(2,1)=-p(7)*p(5);
F(2,2)=(-n*n*p(8)-2*p(9)-p(10)-p(12) )*p(5);

%-le6*p(13)*2/pi/(1+le12*p(2)-2)
F(2,3)=p(7)*p(5);
F(2,4)=p(12)*p(5);
F(2,5)=-p(7)*p(1)+(-n*n*p(8)-2*p(9)-p(10)-p(12))*p(2)-p(13)*sign(p(2))

+p(7)*p(3)+p(12)*p(4)+n*p(15)*p(8)*p(9)*U;
F(2,6)=O;
F(2,7)=p(5)*(-p(1)+p(3));
F(2,8)=p(5)*(-2*p(8)*p(9)*p(2)*n*n+n*p(15)*p(9)*U);
F(2,9)=p(5)*(-n*n*p(8)-2*p(2)+n*p(15)*p(8)*U);
F(2,10)=-p(5)*p(2);
F(2,11)=O;
F(2,12)=p(5)*(-p(2)+p(4));
F(2,13)=-p(5)*sign(p(2));
F(2,14)=0;
F(2,15)=n*p(5)*p(8)*p(9)*U;
F(3,4)=1;
F(4,1)=p(6)*p(7);
F(4,2)=p(6)*p(12);
F(4,3)=-p(7)*p(6);
F(4,4)=-(p(11)+p(12))*p(6); %+le6*p(14)*2/pi/(1+le12*p(4)-2)
F(4,5)=O;
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F(4,6)=p(7)*p(1)+p(12)*p(2)-p(7)*p(3)-(p(11)+p(12))*p(4)-p(14)*sign(p(4));
F(4,7)=p(6)*(p(1)-p(3));
F(4,11)=-p(6)*p(4);
F(4,12)=p(6)*(-p(4)+p(2));
F(4,14)=-p(6)*sign(p(4));
%**************************************************
% Jacobian matrix of output vector filed y=g(x,u,t)
H=[l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 1 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 000];

%*********************************
% Pdot(t) matrix
%K = P*H'*inv(H*P*H'+R); %Kalman's gain matrix K; see Applied

% Optimal Estimation pp. 188 (Gelb)
Pdot=matr2vec(F*P+P*F'+Q);% see Applied Optimal Estimation pp. 188 (Gelb)




